INFORMATIZATION OF HEALTHCARE IN UKRAINE: PROSPECTS OF DEVELOPMENT

We invite you to participate in the international conference “Informatization of healthcare in Ukraine: prospects of development” which will be held during the 10-th International exhibition and conference of telecommunication industry expoTEL.

Dates: 17 – 18 October, 2012
Venue: conference-hall №4, pavilion №1, exhibition centre “KyivExpoPlaza”
Address: Ukraine, Kyiv, 2-B, Salyutnaya str.

Organizers: the Ukrainian Association for Computer Medicine (UACM), Ukrmedpatentinform, the Centre of Medical Statistics of Ukraine

Partners: TECHEXPO LLC, Ukrainian Medical Association of Great Britain

Organizing Committee:
- A. Morozov, Doctor of technical science, professor
- O. Mayorov, Doctor of medical science, professor
- M. Golubchikov, Doctor of medical science, professor
- A. Gorban, Candidate of medical science

Conference program committee:
- A. Morozov, Doctor of technical science, professor
- O. Mayorov, Doctor of medical science, professor
- M. Golubchikov, Doctor of medical science, professor
- A. Gorban, Candidate of medical science
- Y. Penkin, Doctor of physical and mathematical science, professor
- O. Mintser, Doctor of medical science, professor
- L. Godlevsky, Doctor of medical science, professor
- A. Ryzhov, Doctor of pharmaceutical science, professor
- V. Sokolov, Doctor of medical science, professor
- O. Panchenko, Doctor of medical science, professor
- A. Kovalenko, Doctor of medical science, professor
- Y. Lyakh, Doctor of medical science, professor

Among the speakers and participants are representatives of the companies and organizations: New Medical Technologies, Corporate Information Routine, Ukrainian Academy of Acmeological Science, V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University, Institute for information recording of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, State Institution “National Research Center for Radiation Medicine” of the National Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine, Swiss Institute of Healthcare, Kharkiv Medical Academy of Postgraduate Education

The following topics will be discussed at the conference: global information systems, medical monitoring systems, medical electronic passport, centralized management systems of clinical information, PACS concept for medical imaging systems, building of clinical and regional medical information systems (Russian experience) etc.

More topics of the conference:
- Medical information management systems
- Hospital information systems
- Medical information systems in pharmacy
- Information technologies in the treatment and diagnostic process
- Information technologies and medical education (including distance learning)
- Telemedicine

During the conference, the Centre of Medical Statistics of Ukraine will hold the annual meeting of the chief specialists in medical statistics.

We invite to speak:
- Medical information technologies developers
- Manufacturers of medical equipment and software

Invited conference delegates: heads of regional centers for health statistics, experts from leading institutions of health protection of Ukraine (outpatient clinics, inpatient hospitals and centers) who are responsible for implementing information technology in healthcare, professionals of pharmacy chains, doctors of all the specialties.
For the attention of speakers!

- The conference is a must attend event for the heads of regional, municipal centers for health statistics and leading experts who are responsible for implementing information technology in the institutions of health protection of Ukraine.

Endorsed by Ministry of Healthcare of Ukraine and Ukrainian Centre of Scientific Medical Information and License Work.

- Information about the IT solutions to be presented at the conference will be placed in a special journal “Clinical Informatics and Telemedicine”.

The journal “Clinical Informatics and Telemedicine” was approved by the Higher Attestation Commission as a professional journal in four areas - health sciences, pharmaceutical sciences, biological sciences, computer science and instrumentation. Approved by the decree of the Presidium of the Higher Attestation Commission of Ukraine 10.02. 10 № 1-05/1 (medical), 14.04.10 № 1-05/3 (pharmaceutical), 26.05.10 № 1-05/4 (biological, technical).

The presentations, selected by the Program Committee of the Conference will be published as articles. The most interesting presentations can be selected for publication in European journal “Journal of Biomedical Informatics” an official partner of the journal "Clinical informatics and Telemedicine."

More detailed information please see HERE

WE INVITE YOU TO PARTICIPATE IN THE CONFERENCE

“INFORMATIZATION OF HEALTHCARE IN UKRAINE: PROSPECTS OF DEVELOPMENT”

To fill in the application form for participation in the conference

Sponsorship and advertising opportunities

If you have any questions please contact Olga Averina:

Tel.: +38 044 461 9976, 461 9962
Mob.: +38 067 215 0210
E-mail: oaverina@techexpo.com.ua

Please see updated information on the web-site www.expotel.ua/eng/conference.html and www.uacm.kharkov.ua